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Abstract: We compute four–point scattering amplitudes in N “ 2 SCQCD with
general external matter configurations using N “ 1 superspace Feynman diagrams, at
one loop in the general case and up to two loops in the fundamental sector. In the pure
adjoint sector at one loop we confirm exact agreement with the corresponding ampli-
tudes in N “ 4 SYM theory, supporting the idea that a closed subsector of the SCQCD
might be exactly integrable. External matter in the fundamental representation breaks
dual conformal invariance already at one loop and also the maximum transcendentality
principle at two loops.
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1 Introduction
The study of scattering amplitudes in supersymmetric field theories has recently un-
veiled the existence of hidden symmetries and unexpected properties. Once again
N “ 4 SYM theory played a pivotal role and turned out to be the perfect playground
to provide important insights into quantum field theory.
One of the most surprising novelty is that planar MHV scattering amplitudes of
N “ 4 SYM theory enjoy an additional dynamical symmetry, which is not present
in the Lagrangian formulation and which constrains the form of the amplitudes to be
much simpler than a naive analysis might suggest [1, 2]. This hidden symmetry, called
dual conformal invariance, can be related to a duality between planar MHV amplitudes
and light–like polygonal Wilson loops and was first suggested in the strong coupling
string description [3].
As a consequence of dual conformal symmetry, the four and five–point MHV gluon
amplitudes were shown to be completely fixed [4, 5] in a form that matches the expo-
nential BDS ansatz [6]. Starting from six external particles, dual conformal invariance
constrains the amplitudes only up to an undetermined function of the conformal cross
ratios which violates the BDS exponentiation [7, 8]. Nevertheless the duality with
Wilson loops was shown to be preserved [9, 10].
One more remarkable property of N “ 4 SYM amplitudes is that they exhibit
uniform and maximal transcendentality weight. In the dimensional reduction scheme,
assigning transcendentality ´1 to the dimensional regularization parameter , one ob-
tains L-loop corrections with uniform degree of transcendentality 2L. This maximal
transcendentality property was first observed for the anomalous dimension of twist–2
operators [11–13] and then was found it is surprisingly enjoyed by all the known ob-
servables of the theory. It is still unclear whether this property has to be ascribed
to the special diagrammatics [14] associated to either (dual)conformal symmetry or
supersymmetry, or if it is a unique feature of the model.
The investigation on the origin of such properties has led to study theories with less
amount of supersymmetry. A quite extensive analysis has been performed in the case
of three-dimensional ABJM theory [15]. Dual superconformal symmetry and Yangian
invariance were first found at tree level [16–18]. Then it was shown [19, 20] that the
two–loop four–point amplitude is given by a dual conformal maximally transcendental
expression in perfect match with the corresponding light-like Wilson loop expectation
value [21, 22]. This result was generalized [23] to the less symmetric ABJ model [24]
and evidence for an exponentiation a` la BDS for the four–point ABJM amplitude was
given at three loops [25, 26]. Nevertheless, the situation becomes more intricate outside
the four–point case: a careful supersymmetric extension of the standard Wilson loop is
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needed and the amplitudes exhibit a pattern of conformal anomalies [27, 28]. However
all the ABJM observables computed so far, including form factors [29–31] and finite N
amplitudes [31], have been shown to respect the maximal transcendentality principle.
The aim of this paper is the investigation of the properties of scattering ampli-
tudes in N “ 2 superconformal QCD theory. This model is an N “ 2 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SUpNq coupled to Nf “ 2N fundamental hy-
permultiplets. The condition on the number of flavour of the fundamental fields is
necessary to ensure exact conformal invariance.
Several aspects of N “ 2 SCQCD have been analyzed in the past few years. In the
context of integrability, the dilatation operator at one loop was constructed first in the
sector of operators made of elementary scalar fields [32] and then for the full theory
[33]. Later on, through a diagrammatic analysis, the dilatation operator of the scalar
sector was shown to deviate from the one of N “ 4 SYM at three loops [34]. After
some first promising clues, it was definitely demonstrated that the Hamiltonian for the
full theory is not integrable [35]. However the possibility that the closed SUp2, 1|2q
subsector built only with adjoint fields is exactly integrable still remains open. In [36]
it was claimed that in this subsector, present in all N “ 2 superconformal models,
the integrable structure becomes exactly the one of N “ 4 SYM, by substituting the
N “ 4 coupling with an effective coupling. A weak coupling expansion of the N “ 2
SCQCD effective coupling was presented in [37].
Integrability from the perspective of the scattering amplitudes/WL duality has
been far less analyzed. Expectation values of Wilson loops have been studied at weak
coupling by taking the diagrammatic difference with N “ 4 SYM [38]. It was shown
that light–like polygonal Wilson loops (actually any closed WL) start deviating from
the corresponding N “ 4 SYM results at three–loop order, confirming the prediction
coming from the localization matrix model construction of [39]. A more general analysis
including the strong coupling behaviour of the matrix model was performed in [40].
Scattering amplitudes in N “ 2 SCQCD have been computed at one–loop order only
in the adjoint sector using unitarity [41]. It was shown that in this sector the results
match that of N “ 4 SYM and thus consist of a dual conformal invariant and maximal
transcendental expression. Nothing is known so far about amplitudes in more general
sectors of the theory and at higher–loop order.
In this paper we begin an analysis of planar four–point scattering amplitudes in
N “ 2 SCQCD. We work in N “ 1 superspace formalism and perform direct super
Feynman diagram computations within dimensional reduction scheme. At one–loop
order we provide a complete classification of the amplitudes, which can be divided in
three independent sectors according to the color representation of the external particles.
The pure adjoint sector consists of amplitudes with external fields belonging to the
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N “ 2 vector multiplet. In this sector we confirm the results of the previous work
[41], since we obtain exactly the same expressions of the corresponding N “ 4 SYM
amplitudes, demonstrating the presence of dual conformal symmetry and maximal
transcendentality. This agrees with the conjectured integrability of the closed subsector
SUp2, 1|2q. As a byproduct, we also provide a direct Feynman diagram derivation of
the N “ 4 SYM result first derived long ago by stringy arguments [42].
Outside the adjoint sector there is no reason to expect amplitudes to be dual
conformal invariant. We show that in the mixed and fundamental sectors, with external
fields in the fundamental representation, even if dual conformal invariance is broken, the
results still exhibit maximal transcendentality weight. We thus show that at one-loop
order the maximal transcendentality property of the amplitudes is not a consequence
of dual conformal invariance.
In order to check these properties beyond the one–loop perturbative order, we
computed the simplest two–loop amplitude in the fundamental sector. We end up with
a result that does not exhibit maximal transcendentality and it is not dual conformal
invariant. We provide also an analysis of the transcendentality properties of every
diagrams which contribute to the two–loop amplitude. A very non trivial check of our
two–loop result is the fact that it reproduces the expected factorized structure of the
infrared divergences predicted for general scattering of massless particles [43, 44].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model and our
notations. In Section 3 we discuss the general features of four–point scattering ampli-
tudes and we summarize the computational steps which are needed to find the results.
In Section 4 we present the one–loop amplitudes in the three independent sectors, while
in Section 5 we perform the computation of the two–loop amplitude in the pure fun-
damental sector. Several technical aspects such as superspace conventions, Feynman
rules and properties of the integrals are collected in the Appendices.
Note added
Due to a mistake while converting the conventions used in [34] into our notations,
in the published version of the paper the two–loop correction to the chiral superfield
propagators presented in equation (C.2) was not correct. By taking this into account,
the two–loop amplitude (5.11) gets an extra term which breaks the maximal tran-
scendentality. Therefore the remarks about transcendentality at two loops have been
accordingly modified.
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2 N “ 2 superconformal QCD
The field content of N “ 2 SCQCD can be conveniently expressed in terms of N “ 1
superfields. With the superspace conventions of [45], which we summarize in Appendix
A, the Euclidean action reads
S “
ż
d4xd4θ
„
Tr
`
e´gV Φ¯egV Φ
˘` Q¯IegVQI ` Q˜Ie´gV ¯˜QI` 1
g2
ż
d4xd2θ Tr
`
WαWα
˘`
` ig
ż
d4xd2θ Q˜IΦQI ´ ig
ż
d4xd2θ¯ Q¯IΦ¯ ¯˜QI (2.1)
where Wα “ iD¯2pe´gVDαegV q is the superfield strength of the vector superfield V .
The gauge group is SUpNq; there is a global symmetry group UpNf q ˆ SUp2qR ˆ
Up1qR, where UpNf q is the flavour symmetry and SUp2qR ˆ Up1qR the R-symmetry
group. If the number of flavours is tuned to be Nf “ 2N the theory becomes exactly
superconformal. The superfield V contains the component gauge field and transforms
in the adjoint representation of the gauge group SUpNq. The N “ 1 chiral superfield Φ
also transforms in the adjoint representation of SUpNq and combines with the superfield
V into an N “ 2 vector multiplet. The rest of the matter is described in terms of
the quark chiral scalar superfields QI and Q˜
I with I “ 1, . . . , Nf , which transform
respectively in the fundamental and antifundamental representation of SUpNq and
together form an N “ 2 hypermultiplet. A summary of the field content of the theory
is given in Table 1.
At strong coupling the dual string description of N “ 2 SCQCD seems much
more problematic than that of N “ 4 SYM . There are some proposal for the dual
string/supergravity background which turn out to be either singular [46–48] or related
to non critical models [49]. Any advancement on the field theory side might help
claryfing the correct properties of the gravitational description.
TheN “ 2 SCQCD theory can be quantized in Euclidean space by path integrationşDψ eSrψs over all the fields ψ after performing gauge fixing in N “ 1 superspace. The
standard procedure is described in details in [45] and results in adding to the action
(2.1) the following gauge fixing term which involves the anticommuting ghost scalar
superfields
Sgf “
ż
d4xd4θ Tr
ˆ
´ 1
α
pD2V qpD¯2V q ` pc1 ` c¯1qL gV
2
“
c` c¯` coth L gV
2
pc´ c¯q‰˙ (2.2)
where L gV
2
X “ g
2
rV,Xs. The gauge propagator can then be extracted from the gauge
fixed action and we will choose to work in the supersymmetric Fermi-Feynman gauge
α “ 1. After gauge fixing we are left with the set of Feynman rules described in
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field SUpNq UpNf q Up1qR
V Adj 1 0
Φ Adj 1 1
Φ¯ Adj 1 -1
Q l l 0
¯˜Q l l 0
Q¯ l¯ l¯ 0
Q˜ l¯ l¯ 0
Table 1. Field content of N “ 2 SCQCD in terms of N “ 1 superfields. The global
symmetry SUp2qR is not manifest in the N “ 1 superspace formulation.
Appendix B. In Appendix C we discuss the perturbative corrections to the propagators
and superpotential vertices up to two–loops and we show that if Nf “ 2N the coupling
β-function identically vanishes.
We will compute scattering amplitudes in perturbation theory in the planar limit
N Ñ 8 with the ’t Hooft coupling λ “ g2Np4piq2 kept finite. More precisely, in order to
preserve conformal invariance the number of flavours will be also sent to infinity and
thus the model will be studied in the so called Veneziano limit with Nf “ 2N .
3 Four-point scattering
The complete set of four–point amplitudes of the theory can be obtained by means of
supersymmetry transformations from superamplitudes involving only the chiral scalar
superfields Φ and Q as external particles. In fact, in the N “ 1 superfields language,
supersymmetry rotates the Φ and V superfield components inside the N “ 2 vector
multiplet and the Q and Q˜ ones in the N “ 2 hypermultiplet. We thus can classify
the four–point superamplitudes into three independent sectors according to the color
representation of the external superfields: four adjoint scalar superfields, two adjoint
scalars and a quark/antiquark pair and finally two quark/antiquark pairs. Different
amplitudes inside each sector are related by supersymmetry.
We perform standard perturbative computations directly with the N “ 1 off–shell
Lagrangian (2.1) so that the super Feynman diagrams give rise to expressions which
are power series in the superspace Grassmann variable θ. From the full superampli-
tude we choose to extract the lowest component of the expansion, thus presenting the
explicit results for the scattering of four scalar component fields. The other component
amplitudes can be easily obtained by choosing different projections of the superspace
results.
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In the next sections we present our results according to the following scheme. For
each sector, after selecting a suitable process, we first discuss the partial amplitudes
color decomposition. We then present the loop results for the subamplitudes, obtained
performing the following steps:
• At first we read the contributions to the partial amplitude by considering the
effective action of the model. More precisely, we draw super Feynman diagrams
contributing to the four–point scalar supervertex associated to the chosen external
configuration, where the diagrams have to be suitably chosen to respect the color
ordering.
• We then perform D-algebra on the selected superdiagrams. In order to extract
the four–point component amplitude with scalar fields as external particles we
perform the projection
ş
d4x d4θ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ş d4x D¯2D2 . . . |θ“0 on the superspace
results.
• For each diagram, we are then left with a linear combination of standard bosonic
integrals with numerators, which can be simplified by completion of squares and
using on-shell symmetries.
• The contributions of the different diagrams is then summed up and the final
result is expressed, using the integration by part reduction technique, as a linear
combination of master integrals (see [50] for details).
• Finally, each master integral is expanded in terms of the dimensional regulariza-
tion parameter  “ 2 ´ d{2 and the total result is presented as a series in the
infrared divergences poles.
4 One-loop amplitudes
At one–loop order we provide a complete classification of the four–point scattering
amplitudes. In general we define with pABCDq a process where we treat all the particles
as outgoing so that
0 Ñ App1q `Bpp2q ` Cpp3q `Dpp4q
with light-like momentum assignments as in parentheses and momentum conservation
given by p1 ` p2 ` p3 ` p4 “ 0. We define Euclidean Mandelstam variables as
s “ pp1 ` p2q2 t “ pp2 ` p3q2 u “ ´t´ s
Diagrammatically we start with the A particle in the upper left corner and proceed
with the ordering counterclockwise.
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4.1 Adjoint subsector
In the purely adjoint sector we first focus on the process pΦΦ¯ΦΦ¯q. Since we deal with
adjoint external particles of a SUpNq gauge theory, the color decomposition of the
planar amplitude is the same as in the four–gluon scattering (see [51] for details)
ApLqptpi, aiuq “
ÿ
σPS
TrpT aσ1T aσ2T aσ3T aσ4 qApLqpσ1σ2σ3σ4q (4.1)
where the sum is performed over non-cyclic permutations inside the trace. This gives
rise to six a priori independent color ordered subamplitudes which might be further re-
duced by exploiting the symmetries of the process. These subamplitudes only receives
contributions from diagrams with the specified ordering of the external particles. In
any case, all the different subamplitudes divided by the corresponding tree-level con-
tributions are expected to yield the same result since they can be mapped by N “ 2
supersymmetry to proper gluon MHV amplitudes, which in turns do not depend on the
gluon ordering inside the trace. We therefore expect that different orderings produce
identical results.
As we will explain below, from a diagrammatic point of view it is instructive to
compute two non trivial orderings ApΦp1qΦ¯p2qΦp3qΦ¯p4qq and ApΦp1qΦ¯p2qΦ¯p3qΦp4qq.
4.1.1 Process ΦΦ¯ΦΦ¯
The color ordered subamplitude ApΦp1qΦ¯p2qΦp3qΦ¯p4qq receives contributions at tree
level from the processes depicted in Fig.1(A) and (B). The contribution of the diagrams
to the four scalar superfield vertex of the effective action is
Sp0q “ ´g2
ż
d4pi d
4θ
ˆ
1
s
` 1
t
˙
TrpΦpp1qΦ¯pp2qΦpp3qΦ¯pp4qq
From these we extract the relevant color structure and, after projection to the purely
scalar component of the superamplitude, we can read the tree level contribution
Ap0qpφp1qφ¯p2qφp3qφ¯p4qq “ g2
´u
s
` u
t
¯
(4.2)
We now consider the planar one–loop corrections. The diagrams which contribute are
listed in Fig.1(a)–(e). For each diagram we find first the contribution to the effective
action by performing the D–algebra with on–shell conditions. For the diagram paq we
get
Spaq “´ g4N TrpT aT bT cT dq
ż
d4pi d
4θ Itrianglepsq Φapp1qΦ¯bpp2qΦcpp3qΦ¯dpp4q `
´ g4N TrpT aT bT cT dq
ż
d4pi d
4θ Iα
9β
box Φapp1qΦ¯bpp2qDαΦcpp3qD¯ 9βΦ¯dpp4q
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ΦΦ
Φ
ΦΦ¯
Φ¯
Φ¯
Φ¯
(A) (B)
(a) (b) (d)
(e)
(c)
Figure 1. Tree level and one–loop non–vanishing planar diagrams contributing to the process
pΦΦ¯ΦΦ¯q. The grey bullet in diagram (e) stands for the one–loop vertex insertion.
where Itrianglepsq and Iα 9βbox are defined in eq. (D.1) and (D.6) of Appendix D. At this point
we can project down to the four–scalar component and directly read the contribution
to the color ordered amplitude
paq “ g4N
ˆ
uk2 ´ Trpkp4p1p3q
˙
(4.3)
The numerator of the Feynman integral in (4.3) is spelled out explicitly whereas the
denominator is represented pictorially together with an arrow indicating the integration
variable k. Expanding the trace and completing the squares we can cast the final
contribution in terms of a linear combination of scalar integrals
paq “ g4N
«
´ps` 2tq ` t `
ˆ
t2 ` st
2
˙ ff
(4.4)
The contribution of diagram pbq can be immediately obtained from the one of diagram
(a) by exchanging sØ t
pbq “ g4N
«
s ´ pt` 2sq `
ˆ
s2 ` st
2
˙ ff
(4.5)
We proceed similarly for the remaining diagrams, performing D-algebra, component
projection and reduction to scalar integrals. For the scalar box diagram pcq we obtain
pcq “ g4Nf
«
´t ´ s ` st
2
ff
(4.6)
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with Nf “ 2N . For diagrams of type pdq we need to consider the four possible ways to
draw the graph, which combine to
pdq “ g4N
«
ps` tq ` ps` tq
ff
(4.7)
The diagram peq represents the one–loop correction to the vertex. The vertex correction
insertions are described in Appendix C. After taking into account the four possible
insertions in the s– and t–channel diagrams we get an overall
peq “ g4N
«
ps` tq ` ps` tq
ff
(4.8)
Summing over all the contributions (4.4)–(4.8) it is easy to see that triangle integrals
cancel out, leaving a final result which is proportional to the box integral
Ap1qpφp1qφ¯p2qφp3qφ¯p4qq “ g4N ps` tq2 “
“ 2 g
4N
p4piq2
´u
s
` u
t
¯"
´ 1
2
´µ
s
¯ ´ 1
2
´µ
t
¯ ` 2
3
pi2 ` 1
2
ln2
t
s
`Opq
*
(4.9)
where µ “ 4pie´γν, and ν is the IR scale of dimensional regularization. The reduced
amplitude is then defined as the ratio between the one–loop (4.9) and the tree-level one
(4.2)
Mp1qpφp1qφ¯p2qφp3qφ¯p4qq “ 2λ
"
´ 1
2
´µ
s
¯ ´ 1
2
´µ
t
¯ ` 2
3
pi2 ` 1
2
ln2
t
s
*
(4.10)
where λ “ g2Np4piq2 . This confirms the result of [41] obtained via unitarity cuts method and
it shows that in this sector the one–loop amplitudes are identical to the corresponding
N “ 4 SYM ones. Therefore the amplitude in (4.10) is completely captured by a dual
conformal invariant integral and respects the maximum transcendentality principle.
From a diagrammatic point of view the matching with N “ 4 SYM can be under-
stood as follows. We could consider in N “ 4 SYM a four–point amplitude of adjoint
scalar superfields with equal flavours pΦ1Φ¯1Φ1Φ¯1q. We note that diagrams (a), (b), (d)
and (e) of Fig.1 can be drawn also for this process and are identical to the ones com-
puted in N “ 2 SCQCD. In N “ 4 SYM diagram (c) is substituted with an analouge
diagram with adjoint scalars circulating into the loop. This exactly reproduces the
contribution of the fundamental loop of N “ 2 SCQCD when Nf “ 2N . Therefore it
would have been easy in this case to work taking the diagrammatic difference between
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ΦΦ¯ Φ¯
Φ
(A) (a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2. Tree level and one–loop diagrams contributing to pΦΦ¯Φ¯Φq process.
the two models and to show that it is vanishing. It is a general feature of N “ 2
SCQCD diagrams that fundamental matter loops give the same results of N “ 4 SYM
scalar adjoint loops.
4.1.2 Process ΦΦ¯Φ¯Φ
We now focus on the color ordered subamplitude ApΦp1qΦ¯p2qΦ¯p3qΦp4qq for the process
pΦΦ¯Φ¯Φq. From a diagrammatic point of view this is equivalent to consider the color
ordered subamplitude ApΦp1qΦ¯p2qΦ¯p4qΦp3qq for the process considered above pΦΦ¯ΦΦ¯q.
At tree level only the diagram in Fig.2(A) contributes according to color ordered rules.
After projection to the scalar component we obtain
Ap0qpφp1qφ¯p2qφ¯p3qφp4qq “ ´g2 t
s
(4.11)
The non-vanishing planar one–loop diagrams are listed in Fig.2(a)–(c). For each dia-
gram we perform D–algebra, component projections and master integrals expansion as
detailed above and obtain
paq “ g4N t2 (4.12)
pbq “ ´g4N t (4.13)
pcq “ g4N t (4.14)
Note that diagrams (b) and (c) now contribute in two ways, which can be obtained
from the drawn diagrams by left/right reflection. The full amplitude then simply reads
Ap1qpφp1qφ¯p2qφ¯p3qφp4qq “ g4N t2 “
“ 2 g
4N
p4piq2
t
s
"
1
2
´µ
s
¯ ` 1
2
´µ
t
¯ ´ 2
3
pi2 ´ 1
2
ln2
t
s
`Opq
*
(4.15)
Taking the ratio with the tree-level amplitude (4.11) we immediately get
Mp1qpφp1qφ¯p2qφ¯p3qφp4qq “Mp1qpφp1qφ¯p2qφp3qφ¯p4qq (4.16)
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QQ¯ Φ
Φ¯
(A) (a)
(d)(c)(b)
Figure 3. Tree level and one–loop diagrams for the process pQQ¯ΦΦ¯q.
as expected. We note that this ordering of the external fields gives rise to a smaller
number of diagrams with respect to the ordering of section 4.1.1. Moreover, all the
diagrams of Fig.2 display a corresponding diagram for the analogue process in N “ 4
SYM yielding the same result. It is then straightforward in this case to predict the final
result. With this respect, since fundamental matter interaction does not play any role,
our computation can be seen as a direct standard Feynman diagram confirmation of
the N “ 4 SYM result, computed long ago by taking a low energy limit of a superstring
[42] and then readily reproduced by unitarity methods.
4.2 Mixed adjoint/fundamental sector
We now consider amplitudes with two external fields in the fundamental/antifundamental
representation of the gauge group SUpNq. Focusing on the process pQQ¯ΦΦ¯q, the color
decomposition of planar amplitudes is given by
ApLqpQQ¯ΦΦ¯q “
ÿ
σPS
pT σ3T σ4qiiApLqpQp1qQ¯p2qσ3σ4q (4.17)
There are two non trivial color structures given by strings of color indices starting with
the antifundamental index of the Q¯ field and ending with the fundamental index of
the field Q. The two structures differs by a permutation of the color matrices of the
adjoint fields. Once again we expect to obtain the same result for all the ordering of
the reduced subamplitudes. Concerning the flavour structure of the amplitudes, it is
easy to see that we only have non vanishing results for the quark QI and antiquark
Q¯J fields with equal flavours I “ J . We therefore can omit the flavour indices in our
expressions.
4.2.1 Process QQ¯ΦΦ¯
We consider first the subamplitude ApQp1qQ¯p2qΦp3qΦ¯p4qq. At tree level only the pro-
cess in Fig.3(A) contributes and after projection we get
Ap0qpqp1qq¯p2qφp3qφ¯p4qq “ g2 u
s
(4.18)
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The diagrams giving non vanishing planar one–loop corrections are listed in Fig.3(a)–
(d). These evaluate to
paq “ g4N
«
´p2t` sq ` t `
ˆ
t2 ` st
2
˙ ff
(4.19)
pbq “ g4N ps` tq (4.20)
pcq “ g4N ps` tq
2
(4.21)
pdq “ ´g4N ps` tq
2
(4.22)
where we already combined in (4.20) the two possible permutations for diagrams of
type (b). Summing over all the partial contributions we get
Ap1qpqp1qq¯p2qφp3qφ¯p4qq “ g4N
«
´t ` t `
ˆ
t2 ` st
2
˙ ff
“
“ g
4N
p4piq2
"
u
s
„
´ 2
2
´µ
t
¯ ´ 1
2
´µ
s
¯ ` 3
4
pi2 ` 1
2
ln2
t
s

´ t
s
„
pi2
2
` 1
2
ln2
t
s
*
(4.23)
The reduced amplitude then reads
Mp1qpqp1qq¯p2qφp3qφ¯p4qq “ λ
"
´ 2
2
´µ
t
¯ ´ 1
2
´µ
s
¯ ` 3
4
pi2 ` 1
2
ln2
t
s
´ t
u
„
pi2
2
` 1
2
ln2
t
s
*
(4.24)
We first note that the dual conformal invariance which was present in the pure adjoint
sector is lost. This is best seen by looking at the scalar integrals contributing to the
amplitude in equation (4.23). Together with the dual conformal box, triangle integrals
survive, inevitably breaking the dual conformal symmetry. Nevertheless we notice that
the result in (4.24) respects the maximal transcendentality principle. This explicitly
shows that dual conformal invariance and maximal transcendentality are independent
properties of the amplitudes at one-loop order.
We further notice that for the chosen process different channels contribute asym-
metrically. We might have considered the process with cyclically rotated fields pq¯φφ¯qq.
This would produce a result given by (4.24) with s Ø t. It is amusing to note that if
we had to sum over the two processes for the given subamplitude the result in (4.24)
would be symmetrized in s and t giving an expression proportional to (4.10).
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QQ¯
Q
Q¯
Φ
Φ¯
Φ¯
Φ
(A) (B)
(e) (f)(c) (d)(b)(a)
Figure 4. Tree level and one–loop diagrams for the process pQQ¯Φ¯Φq.
4.2.2 Process QQ¯Φ¯Φ
As a check of our computation we analyze the subamplitude ApQp1qQ¯p2qΦ¯p3qΦp4qq
for the process pQQ¯Φ¯Φq. This subamplitude is diagrammatically identical to the color
ordered subamplitude ApQp1qQ¯p2qΦ¯p4qΦp3qq for the process pQQ¯ΦΦ¯q. At tree level
the diagrams in Fig.4(A) and (B) contributes to the scalar projection
Ap0qpqp1qq¯p2qφ¯p3qφp4qq “ g2 u
s
(4.25)
We now consider the planar one–loop corrections to the tree level amplitude. The
diagrams which contribute are listed in Fig.4(a)–(f) and give
paq “ g4N t2 (4.26)
pbq “ g4N
«
´t ` st
2
ff
(4.27)
pcq “ ´g4N t (4.28)
pdq “ g4N t
2
(4.29)
peq “ ´g4N t
2
(4.30)
pfq “ g4N 2t (4.31)
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with diagrams of type (c) and (f) summed over the two possible choices. Summing over
all the partial contributions we find
Ap1qpqp1qq¯p2qφ¯p3qφp4qq “ g4N
«
´t ` t `
ˆ
t2 ` st
2
˙ ff
(4.32)
This is exactly the result we found for in (4.23). By supersymmetry the same result
holds for amplitudes involving Q˜ and ¯˜Q.
4.3 Fundamental sector
We now consider amplitudes with two pairs of quark/anti-quark superfields as external
particles. We describe the color structure for the process pQQ¯QQ¯q and we remind that
a similar description holds when substituting Q¯ with Q˜ and/or Q with ¯˜Q. The planar
amplitude can be decomposed as follows
ApLqpQIQ¯JQKQ¯Mq “ δJI δMK Qp1qjQ¯p4qj Qp3qiQ¯p2qiApLq1 pqq¯qq¯q
` δMI δJK Qp1qiQ¯p2qiQp3qjQ¯p4qj ApLq2 pqq¯qq¯q (4.33)
We thus have two independent color structures corresponding to the two possible ways
of contracting the pairs of fundamental and antifundamental indices. For each color
structure we only have a unique choice of flavour flow displayed in equation (4.33). We
will omit the flavour indices in what follows.
4.3.1 Process QQ¯QQ¯
We compute the partial amplitude A1pqq¯qq¯q. At tree level only the diagram depicted
in Fig.5(A) gives a contribution
Ap0q1 pqq¯qq¯q “ g2 us (4.34)
We now consider the planar one–loop corrections to the tree level amplitude. The
diagrams which contribute are listed in Fig. 5(a)–(d) and give the following results
paq “ g4N
«
´ps` 2tq ` t `
ˆ
t2 ` st
2
˙ ff
(4.35)
pbq “ g4N
«
´t ´ s ` st
2
ff
(4.36)
pcq “ g4N ps` tq (4.37)
pdq “ ´g4N ps` tq (4.38)
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QQ¯ Q
Q¯
(A) (d)(c)(b)(a)
Figure 5. Tree level and one–loop diagrams for pQQ¯QQ¯q.
where again we summed over the two left/right reflected diagrams of type (c) and (d).
Summing over all partial contributions we find
Ap1q1 pqq¯qq¯q “ g4N
„
´2pt` sq ` `t2 ` st˘  “
“ 2 g
4N
p4piq2
u
s
"
´ 1
2
´µ
t
¯ ` 7
12
pi2 ` 1
2
ln2
t
s
`Opq
*
(4.39)
The ratio between the one–loop amplitude and the tree-level one is
Mp1q1 pqq¯qq¯q “ 2λ
"
´ 1
2
´µ
t
¯ ` 7
12
pi2 ` 1
2
ln2
t
s
`Opq
*
(4.40)
Once again we see that the result does not display dual conformal invariance
whereas it respects maximal transcendentality. It is possible to show that the par-
tial amplitude Ap1q2 is equal to Ap1q1 with the exchange sØ t.
4.3.2 Process QQ˜ ¯˜QQ¯
As a check of our result (4.40) we consider the process pQQ˜ ¯˜QQ¯q, which is expected
to provide an identical expression because of supersymmetry. We consider the color
structure Qp1qjQ¯p4qj ¯˜Qp3qiQ˜p2qi, which is the analogue of the one considered for the
previous process. The amplitude corresponding to the tree level diagram depicted in
Fig.6(A) is the following
Ap0q1 pqq˜ ¯˜qq¯q “ ´g2 (4.41)
We now consider the planar one–loop corrections to the tree level amplitude. The
relevant diagrams are listed in Fig.6(a) and (b). The contributions of diagram paq is
paq “ g4N
„
´s ` st
2

(4.42)
The contribution of diagram pbq is equal to diagram paq. Summing the two diagrams
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QQ˜ ¯˜Q
Q¯
(A) (a) (b)
Figure 6. Tree level and one–loop diagrams for pQQ˜ ¯˜QQ¯q process.
above we find
Ap1q1 pqq˜ ¯˜qq¯q “ g4N
„
´2s ` st

“
“ 2 g
4N
p4piq2
"
1
2
´µ
t
¯ ´ 7
12
pi2 ´ 1
2
ln2
t
s
`Opq
*
(4.43)
Taking the ratio with the tree level result we obtain again the result in (4.40)
Mp1q1 pqq˜ ¯˜qq¯q “Mp1q1 pqq¯qq¯q (4.44)
This process turns out to be the simplest from the computational point of view and it
will then be chosen for the two–loop analysis in the next Section. Once again, one might
want to consider the other color ordering or also reshuffled processes whose results can
be obtained by suitable permutations of the Mandelstam variables.
5 Two-loop amplitudes
At two–loops the supergraph computation starts becoming cumbersome because of the
increasing number of diagrams contributing to each process. There are some indications
based on Feynman diagrammatics and integrability arguments that in the pure adjoint
sector at two–loops the amplitude should be identical to that of N “ 4 SYM. In fact, in
[34] the dilatation operator of the theory has been found to coincide with that of N “ 4
SYM up to two–loops in the purely scalar sector. Moreover, in [36] it has been argued
that the sector built only with adjoint letters should be exactly integrable. If dual
conformal invariance and the duality with light–like Wilson loops are a consequence of
integrability, we then expect from the Wilson loop computation in [38] to obtain a result
that deviates from the N “ 4 SYM result only at three loop order. A diagrammatic
check of this claim is in progress [52].
In the other two sectors nothing is known a priori and we expect a behaviour which
is qualitative different from the N “ 4 SYM case. From our one–loop detailed analysis
it is easy to see that inside each sector the degree of complexity for different processes
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (h)(g)(f)
(i) (l) (m) (n)
(o)
Figure 7. Non vanishing two–loop diagrams contributing to QQ˜ ¯˜QQ¯ amplitude. Gray and
black bullets stand for one– and two–loop insertions respectively.
is very variable. It is therefore advisable to choose the special amplitude giving rise
to less contributions. We present here the full result for the computationally easiest
choice, the process of section 4.3.2 in the pure fundamental sector. We will see that
the result is not dual conformal invariant and the maximal transcendentality principle
is not respected at two–loop order.
5.1 Fundamental sector
We consider the process pQQ˜ ¯˜QQ¯q and compute the two–loop correction Ap2q1 pqq˜ ¯˜qq¯q for
the color structure Qp1qjQ¯p4qj ¯˜Qp3qiQ˜p2qi. The diagrams which give a non-vanishing
contribution are depicted in Fig.7. The diagrams (a)–(d) in the first line have the
topology of vertical double boxes and we found useful to simplify their contributions
by combining them properly. After performing the D-algebras and the projections to
the purely scalar component amplitude we obtain
paq “ g6N2 l
ˆ
´ sk2l2 ´ l2Trpp2kp4p1q ` k2Trplp4p1p2q ` Trpp2kpp3 ` p3qlp4p1q
˙
pbq “ g6N2 l
ˆ
´ sk2l2 ` k2Trpp4p1p2lq ` l2Trpkp3p2p1q ` Trpp4lkp3p2p1q
˙
pcq “ g6N2 l
ˆ
´ sk2l2 ` l2Trpp1kp3p2q ´ k2Trplp3p2p1q ´ Trplpp2 ` p3qkp3p2p1q
˙
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pdq “ g6N2 l
ˆ
´ sk2l2 ´ k2Trpp1lp3p2q ´ l2Trpkp2p1p4q ´ Trpp1lkp2p1p4q
˙
where we again explicitly write the numerators and pictorially represent the denomi-
nators with loop variables k and l. As anticipated, the 6– and 4–gamma traces coming
from the different contributions can be nicely combined to produce a simple overall
contribution
paq ` pbq ` pcq ` pdq “ ´2s
ˆ
`
˙
` 4st ´ st2
(5.1)
where we omitted a g6N2 factor and completed the squares using the symmetries of
the integrals to simplify the result. The diagram (e)–(h) in the second row of Fig.7
have the topology of horizontal double boxes and once again their contribution can be
conveniently combined. After D-algebra and projection they give
peq “ 1
2
g6N2 k l
ˆ
´ 2k2Trplp1p2p3q ´ 2Trplp1kp2p1p3q ` pk ´ p2q2Trplp1p2p3q`
´ spk ´ p2q2pl ` p3q2 ´ spk ´ p2q2l2 ` pl ` p3q2Trpkp2p1p3q
˙
pfq “ 1
2
g6N2 k l
ˆ
2k2Trplp2p1p4q ´ 2Trplp2kp1p2p4q ´ pk ` p1q2Trplp2p1p4q`
´ spk ` p1q2pl ´ p4q2 ´ spk ` p1q2l2 ´ pl ´ p4q2Trpkp1p2p4q
˙
pgq “ g6N2 k l
ˆ
´ spk ` p1q2pl ` p3q2 ` pk ` p1q2Trpp2lp3p1q ´ Trpp2lp3p4kp1q`
´ pl ` p3q2Trpp4p2p1kq
˙
phq “ g6N2 k l
ˆ
´ spl ´ p1q2pk ´ p2q2 ´ pk ´ p2q2Trpp1lp4p2q ´ Trpp1lp4p3kp2q`
` pl ´ p4q2Trpp1p3kp2q
˙
After expanding the traces and completing the squares the overall contribution mas-
sively simplifies to
peq ` pfq ` pgq ` phq “ `t´ s˘ ´ t ´ 6s ´ s2t `
´ s2 ` 2s2 ` 3spk ` p3q2 k (5.2)
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The diagram (i) drawn in Fig.7 contributes
piq “ 1
4
g6N2
k
ˆ
sk2 ´ Trpkp3p1p2q
˙
We need to consider four diagrams of type (i) which, after expanding the traces and
using symmetries of the integrals, can be combined to give
piq “ `s` t˘ ` s ´ tpk ` p4q2
k
(5.3)
Now we compute one–loop vertex insertions of diagrams (l) and (m).
plq “ 1
4
g6N2 k
ˆ
k2Trpkp1p2p4q ` Trpkp1kp2p1p4q ´ pk ` p1 ` p4q2Trpp3p1p2kq`
` 2spk ` p1 ` p4q2k ¨ pk ´ p2q ` Trpp4pk ` p1qp3p1p2kq ` sTrpp4pp1 ` kqpk ´ p2qkq
˙
pmq “ g6N2 k
ˆ
spk ` p1q2pk ` p1 ` p4q2 ` pk ` p1 ` p4q2Trpkp1p2p4q
˙
The total contribution coming from one–loop vertex insertions is given by four diagrams
of type (l) and four diagrams of type (m). The overall results can be expressed as
plq “ ´ t ´ s ` 4s `
` tpk ` p4q2
k
´ spk ` p3q2 k (5.4)
pmq “ 2ps´ tq ` 2t ` 4s `
´ 2spk ` p3q2 k (5.5)
The contributions (n) and (o) come from two–loop insertions of chiral vertex and prop-
agator corrections. They give
pnq “ g6N2 k l
ˆ
sk2l2 ` 1
2
spk ` p1q2l2 ` 1
2
spk ´ p2q2l2
˙
poq “ 0
Combining the two vertex insertion, we then have an overall
pnq “ 2s ` 2s (5.6)
poq “ 0 (5.7)
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It is easy now to sum up pictorially the contributions (5.1)–(5.7) and get the final result
(we omit the overall g6N2 factor)
Ap2q1 pqq˜ ¯˜qq¯q “ ´ 2s ` 4s ´ s2t s´t2 `
´ s2 ` 4st ` 2s2 ` 2s (5.8)
We now have expressed the contributions coming from super Feynman diagrams in
terms of scalar integrals and scalar integrals with irreducible numerators. Each of
these integrals can now be expanded on the basis of two–loop master integrals using
the formulas (D.21)–(D.27) in Appendix D. The full amplitude can then be written as
the following linear combination on the master integral basis
Ap2q1 pqq˜ ¯˜qq¯q “ ´ s2t ´ st2 ` 2s2 ´ 24 at `
´ 4 pa` a2q ` 4c´ 18ac
as
´ 12c
t
`
` 4b ´ 12b ` 12 ps` tq (5.9)
where for convenience we defined the coefficients
a “ ´1´ 2
2
b “ p1´ 2qp1´ 3q
22
c “ ´p1´ 2qp1´ 3qp2´ 3q
23
(5.10)
Looking carefully at the final result (5.9) and more generally at the expressions of the
Feynman integrals contributing to each single diagram given in equations (D.21)–(D.27)
of Appendix D we notice the following remarkable property. With the exception of eq.
(D.23), a given master integral in the linear combinations comes always multiplied by
a fixed coefficient which is a function of the parameter . Expanding in  the product
between the coefficient and the corresponding master integral it is easy to verify that,
even if the master integral itself contains terms of mixed transcendentality, the product
always satisfy the maximal transcendentality property. Take for instance the sunset
integral whose expansion is given in (D.8). It is clear that to orders which are relevant
for the computation it does not preserve maximal transcendentality. Nevertheless in
all the expansions (D.21)–(D.27), with the exception of eq. (D.23), it comes multiplied
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by the factor c defined in (5.10). Expanding the product we obtain
´ p1´ 2qp1´ 3qp2´ 3q
23
“ e
´2γE
p4piq4´2
1
s´1`2
„
1
44
´ pi
2
242
´ 8ζp3q
3
´ 19pi
4
480

which respects the maximal transcendentality principle. It is clear from this analysis
that the contribution to the final result (5.9) coming from the integral given in (D.23) is
the only one that breaks the maximum transcendentality principle. The horizontal and
vertical ladders in the first line of (5.9) are the only integrals respecting dual conformal
symmetry, which is thus broken for the full amplitude as expected.
Inserting in (5.9) the expansions in  of the master integrals of Appendix (D.2) and
dividing by the tree level amplitude, the final result can be cast in the following form
Mp2q1 pqq˜ ¯˜qq¯q “ e
´2γE
p4piq4´2t2
„
2
4
´ 1
2
ˆ
13pi2
6
` 2ln2x
˙
´ 1

ˆ
2pi2lnp1` xq ` 19
3
ζp3q `
` 2
3
ln2xplnx` 3lnp1` xqq ` 4lnxLi2 p´xq ´ 4Li3 p´xq
˙
` 4p3lnx´ lnp1` xqqζp3q `
` 23
60
pi4 ` 2
3
pi2lnxlnp1` xq ´ ppi2 ` ln2xqln2p1` xq ` 4S2,2p´xq ´ 4lnxS1,2p´xq `
`4lnp1` xqLi3 p´xq` 2
3
ppi2´ 6lnxlnp1` xqqLi2 p´xq` 1
6
p4pi2 ` ln2xqln2x´ 12ζp3q

(5.11)
In order to get to the compact expression (5.11) we had to combine (generalized)
polylogarithms with ones with inverse arguments using the identities listed in Appendix
(D.4). An important consistency check of our result is given by the fact that we exactly
reproduce the exponential structure of the infrared poles which is expected for the
scattering of massless particles in general gauge theories [43, 44]. In fact, if we read
the poles from the following general exponential expression for the amplitude
Mp2q “ f1pq
2
pMp1qpqq2 ` λf2pqMp1qp2q
we exactly reproduce our result with the choice
f1 “ 1 (5.12)
f2 “ ´2ζp2q ´ 14ζp3q `Op2q (5.13)
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which is very reminiscent of the corresponding expansions for the scaling functions in
the N “ 4 SYM, where it was shown [53] that f1 “ 1 and f2 “ ´ζp2q ´ ζp3q `Op2q.
Nevertheless the finite part of the amplitude does not exhibit exponential behaviour a`
la BDS as in the N “ 4 SYM case.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have computed four–point scattering amplitudes in N “ 2 SCQCD
up to two loops in the Veneziano limit. At one loop we have considered all possible
four–point scalar amplitudes, which can be classified into three independent sectors,
according to the color representation of the external particles.
In the adjoint sector, namely when the external particles are four scalar fields in
the adjoint representation of the gauge group, we found, in agreement with [41], that
the one–loop result (4.10) coincides with the one for the planar N “ 4 SYM gluon
scattering amplitude. So in this sector the one–loop result is dual conformal invariant
and respects the maximum transcendentality principle. It would be important to go
further and check if this connection with N “ 4 SYM survives at higher loops. In
fact the difference between the expectation value of light–like Wilson loops evaluated
in N “ 4 SYM and in N “ 2 SCQCD was computed and it was found a non vanishing
term at three loops [38]. It would be interesting to check if this deviation is present
also for scattering amplitudes, in order to understand if the Wilson loop/scattering
amplitude duality is valid in this context. We left this computation for a future work
[52].
We presented new results outside the adjoint sector. In the mixed sector, with two
adjoint scalar fields and a quark/antiquark pair as external particles, we computed the
one–loop scattering amplitude given in eq. (4.24). In the fundamental sector, with only
fundamental fields as external particles, we presented results up to two loops, given in
eq. (4.40) and eq. (5.11). In these sectors we found that the loop results are not dual
conformal invariant and do not respect the maximum transcendentality principle at
two loops. It would be interesting to check the behaviour of higher loop corrections.
To check our two–loop result we analyzed its IR structure in the dimensional re-
gularization scheme. We found that the IR structure is in agreement with the expo-
nentiation of IR divergences which is predicted by the general analysis of [43, 44], with
scaling functions (5.12) and (5.13) which are reminiscent of those of N “ 4 SYM. In
contrast with planar scattering amplitudes in N “ 4 SYM, we found that the finite
part of our two–loop result does not exponentiate, as suggested by the lack of dual
conformal symmetry.
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It would be interesting to extend our work to higher point scattering amplitudes.
Finally, the generalization of our computations to the two parameter family of inter-
polating superconformal theories which connects N “ 2 SCQCD to the Z2 orbifold
of N “ 4 SYM through a parameter continuous deformation might lead to important
insights into the connection with N “ 4 SYM.
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A Superspace conventions
We work in four dimensional Euclidean N “ 1 superspace described by coordinates
pxµ, θα, θ 9βq, α, 9β “ 1, 2 following the conventions of [45]. Spinor indices are raised and
lowered following NW-SE conventions
ψα “ Cαβψβ ψα “ ψβCβα ψ¯ 9α “ C 9α 9βψ¯ 9β ψ¯ 9α “ ψ¯ 9βC 9β 9α (A.1)
using the matrices
Cαβ “ C 9α 9β “
ˆ
0 i
´i 0
˙
Cαβ “ C 9α 9β “
ˆ
0 ´i
i 0
˙
(A.2)
which obey the relations
Cαβ Cγδ “ δαγ δβδ ´ δαδ δβγ . (A.3)
Spinors are contracted according to
ψχ “ ψα χα “ χα ψα “ χψ ψ2 “ 12 ψα ψα (A.4)
ψ¯χ¯ “ ψ¯ 9α χ¯ 9α “ χ¯ 9α ψ¯ 9α “ χ¯ψ¯ ψ¯2 “ 12 ψ¯ 9α ψ¯ 9α (A.5)
Vector and bispinor indices are exchanged using Pauli matrices pσµqα 9β
coordinates : xµ “ pσµqα 9β xα 9β xα 9β “ 12 pσµqα 9β xµ
derivatives : Bµ “ 12 pσµqα 9β Bα 9β Bα 9β “ pσµqα 9β Bµ
fields : Vµ “ 1?2 pσµqα
9β Vα 9β Vα 9β “ 1?2 pσµqα 9β Vµ
(A.6)
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The Pauli matrices satisfy
σ α
9β
µ σ
ν
α 9β “ 2 δ νµ σ α
9β
µ σ
µ
γ 9η “ 2 δαγδ 9β 9η (A.7)
which imply the following trace identities
Trpσµ σνq ” ´pσµqα 9β pσνqα 9β “ ´2 gµν (A.8)
Trpσµ σν σρ σηq ” pσµqα 9β pσνqγ 9β pσρqγ 9δ pσηqα 9δ “
“ 2 pgµν gρη ´ gµρ gνη ` gµη gνρq (A.9)
It follows that the scalar product of two vectors can be rewritten as
p ¨ k “ 1
2
pα
9β kα 9β (A.10)
Superspace covariant derivatives are defined as
Dα “ Bα ` i
2
θ
9β Bα 9β , D 9α “ B¯ 9α `
i
2
θβ Bβ 9α (A.11)
and satisfy the anticommutator tDα, D 9βu “ i Bα 9β.
Integration in superspace is defined as
ş
d2θ “ 1
2
BαBα,
ş
d2θ¯ “ 1
2
B¯ 9αB¯ 9α and
ş
d4θ “
d2θd2θ¯, such that we can project to components usingż
d4x d2θ “
ż
d4xD2|θ“θ¯“0
ż
d4x d2θ¯ “
ż
d4xD¯2|θ“θ¯“0ż
d4x d4θ “
ż
d4x D¯2D2|θ“θ¯“0 (A.12)
We define the components of the chiral superfields as
Φpx, θq “ φpxq ` θαψαpxq ` θ2F pxq Qpx, θq “ qpxq ` θαλαpxq ` θ2Gpxq
with a similar expansion for Q˜ and corresponding expressions for the conjugated super-
fields. We will need for our purpose only the lowest components of the scalar multiplets,
which can be readily obtained by projections using (A.12).
The superfields V and Φ are in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, that
is V “ VaT a and Φ “ ΦaT a, where T a are the SUpNq generators. When needed,
adjoint indices will be denoted by a, b, c, . . . . The superfields Q˜ and Q are respectively
in the fundamental and antifundamental representation of SUpNq. When needed,
(anti)fundamental indices will be denoted by the letters i, j, k, . . . The generators of
SUpNq obey
pT aq ji pT aq lk “ δliδjk ´
1
N
δji δ
l
k
and are normalized as TrpT aT bq “ δab.
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B Feynman rules
We report here the action with interaction terms expanded up to the order needed in
the computation
S “
ż
d4xd4θ
„
Tr
ˆ
Φ¯Φ` g Φ¯V Φ´ g Φ¯ΦV ` g
2
2
Φ¯ΦV V ` g
2
2
Φ¯V V Φ´ g2Φ¯V ΦV
˙
`
` Q¯IQI ` Q˜I ¯˜QI ` g Q¯IV QI ´ g Q˜IV ¯˜QI ` g
2
2
Q¯IV V QI ` g
2
2
Q˜IV V ¯˜QI `
` Tr
ˆ
´1
2
VlV ` g
2
V tDαV, D¯2DαV u ` g
2
8
rV,DαV sD¯2rV,DαV s `
` c¯1c´ c1c¯` g
2
pc1 ` c¯1qrV, c` c¯s ` g
2
12
pc1 ` c¯1qrV, rV, c´ c¯ss
˙ 
`
` ig
ż
d4xd2θ Q˜IΦQI ´ ig
ż
d4xd2θ¯ Q¯IΦ¯ ¯˜QI ` . . . (B.1)
The Feynman rules for the propagators are
xV aV by “ “ ´δpθ1 ´ θ2q
p2
δab (B.2)
xΦaΦ¯by “ “ δpθ1 ´ θ2q
p2
δab (B.3)
xQiIQ¯jJy “ x ¯˜QiIQ˜jJy “ “ δpθ1 ´ θ2q
p2
δji δ
J
I (B.4)
xc¯1acby “ ´xc1ac¯by “ “ δpθ1 ´ θ2q
p2
δab (B.5)
Vertices can be immediately read from the expanded action (B.1). We work directly
with traces in color space selecting only the Feynman diagrams which contribute to the
chosen color configuration (see [51] for a review of the method).
C Vertex and propagator insertions
We discuss here the one– and two–loop insertions of corrected propagators and ver-
tices which are relevant for our computation. At one loop the vector and matter field
propagators receive corrections from the following diagrams
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+ +=
= +
= + (C.1)
It is easy to show that the two diagrams which correct the Q propagator in the first
line of (C.1) cancel each other for every value of Nf . Also in the case of the Φ and V
propagators the corrections exactly sum up to zero, as can be shown by comparison
with N “ 4 SYM theory. Indeed, the propagators of N “ 2 SCQCD are corrected by
the same diagrams correcting the corresponding propagators of N “ 4 SYM, provided
we substitute the adjoint matter loops with fundamental ones. The matter loops in the
two theories yield the same result when Nf “ 2N .
Due to finiteness theorems for the superpotential, the finiteness of the scalar chiral
propagators is enough to ensure conformal invariance at one–loop order, where the
condition Nf “ 2N has been used non-trivially as shown above. At two loops the
quantum corrections to the chiral superfield propagators vanish [34]:
“ 0 (C.2)
The finiteness of (C.2) is enough to ensure that the theory is conformal at two loops.
In our computations we also need the following one–loop vertex corrections (an
overall factor g3N is stripped out)
Q˜
Q
Φ
=
D¯2
+
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2 (C.3)
Q¯
Q
V
=
D2
D¯2 D¯2
[Dα, D¯β˙] [Dα, D¯β˙]
+ 14 − 14
p
αβ˙
3
p
αβ˙
2
D2
(C.4)
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Φ¯Φ
V
=
D¯2
[Dα, D¯β˙]
+ 14 − 14
p
αβ˙
3
p
αβ˙
2
−
D2
D¯2
DαD¯2Dα
D2D2
D¯2
[Dα, D¯β˙]
(C.5)
where we depicted only diagrams which contribute at leading color order. In the first
correction above we omitted also an overall factor i. We follow here the representation
of [34], where the diagrams are evaluated off-shell and the expansions can be directly
inserted in higher loop supergraph structures. At two loops we need the chiral vertex
correction (we omit an overall ig5N2)
Q˜
Q
Φ
= − − + 12 + 12
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2
D¯2
−
(C.6)
In this case the full off-shell expansion of the vertex gets lenghty [34]. We report here
only the terms giving a non-vanishing contribution to the amplitude in Fig.7, namely
the ones which survive after taking on-shell momenta for the external fields Q and Q˜.
D Integrals
In this Appendix we discuss how we deal with the Feynman integrals resulting from
D-algebras. At one–loop order computations are easy enough to directly reduce each
integral into a sum of box and triangle scalar integrals by hand. At two loops, we
find convenient to express the integrals in terms of a set of known master integrals by
using the Mathematica package FIRE [54]. In (D.2) we introduce the two–loop master
integral basis and the explicit expressions in dimensional regularization. In (D.3) we
list the expansions of the amplitude integrals on the master basis. External momenta
in the pictures are always labeled counterclockwise starting from the upper left corner
of the and are always put on the mass shell p21 “ p22 “ p23 “ p24 “ 0.
D.1 One-loop integrals
At one–loop order all the tensor and scalar amplitude integrals can be reduced by
completing the squares and integration by parts to a combination of the two following
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integrals: the scalar triangle
Itrianglepsq “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
1
k2pk ´ p3q2pk ` p4q2 “
“ Γp3´ d{2qΓ
2pd{2´ 2q
s3´d{2p4piqd{2Γpd´ 3q “
e´γE
s1` p4piq2´
„
1
2
´ pi
2
12
`Opq

(D.1)
and the scalar box integral
Ibox “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
1
k2pk ´ p1q2pk ´ p1 ´ p4q2pk ` p2q2 (D.2)
This can be easily evaluated with Mellin-Barnes representations and its  expansion
reads
Ibox “ 2 e
´γE
st p4piq2´
„ˆ
1
s
` 1
t
˙
1
2
´ 2
3
pi2 ´ 1
2
ln2
t
s
`Opq

(D.3)
where the dependence on the dimensional regularization mass regulator µ is understood.
At one–loop order, we also need the expressions for triangle and box integrals with
numerators. One can directly evaluate the needed tensor integrals
Iα
9β
triangle “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
kα
9β
k2pk ` p4q2pk ´ p1 ´ p2q2 “
“ Γp3´ d{2qΓpd{2´ 2qΓpd{2´ 1qp4piqd{2s3´d{2Γpd´ 2q pp1 ` p2q
α 9β ´ Γp3´ d{2qΓ
2pd{2´ 2q
p4piqd{2s3´d{2Γpd´ 2q p
α 9β
4 (D.4)
After the expansion in 
Iα
9β
triangle “
ep2´γEq
s1` p4piq2´
„
´1

`Opq

pp1 ` p2qα 9β ` e
p2´γEq
s1`p4piq2´
„
´ 1
2
´ 2` pi
2
12
`Opq

pα
9β
4
(D.5)
It is also useful to define the following vector–box integral
Iα
9β
box “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
kα
9β
k2pk ´ p1q2pk ´ p1 ´ p4q2pk ` p2q2 (D.6)
which can be evaluated as in the scalar case and expanded in 
Iα
9β
box “
«
e´γE
st p4piq2´
ˆ
1
t
1
2
´ pi
2
12
˙
´ pi
2 ` ln2 t
s
2p4piq2sps` tq
ff
pp1 ´ p2qα 9β `
`
«
e´γE
st p4piq2´
ˆ
1
s
1
2
´ 7
12
pi2 ´ 1
2
ln2
t
s
˙
` pi
2 ` ln2 t
s
2p4piq2sps` tq
ff
pp1 ` p4qα 9β `Opq
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D.2 Two–loop master integrals
At two–loops the integrals are expressed as linear combinations on the following master
integral basis
Ispecpsq “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
ddl
p2piqd
1
k2pk ` p1 ` p2q2l2pl ´ p1 ´ p2q2 (D.7)
Isunsetpsq “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
ddl
p2piqd
1
k2l2pl ´ k ´ p1 ´ p2q2 (D.8)
Itripsq “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
ddl
p2piqd
1
k2pk ` p1 ` p2q2l2pl ´ k ` p4q2 (D.9)
Imugps, tq “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
ddl
p2piqd
1
k2pk ` p1q2pk ´ p2q2l2pl ´ k ´ p1 ´ p4q2 (D.10)
Idiagps, tq “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
ddl
p2piqd
1
k2pk ´ p2q2l2pl ´ p4q2pl ´ k ´ p1´ p4q2 (D.11)
Iladps, tq “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
ddl
p2piqd
1
k2pk ` p1q2pk ´ p2q2l2pl ` p3q2pl ´ p4q2pl ´ k ´ p1´ p4q2
(D.12)
Ivladps, tq “ “
ż
ddk
p2piqd
ddl
p2piqd
pk ` p1 ` p4q2
k2pk ` p1q2pk ´ p2q2l2pl ` p3q2pl ´ p4q2pl ´ k ´ p1 ´ p4q2
(D.13)
These can be expanded in dimensional regularization up to the needed order
Ispecpsq “ e
´2γE
p4piq4´2s2
„
1
2
` 4

` 12´ pi
2
6
` 
ˆ
32´ 2pi
2
3
´ 14
3
ζp3q
˙
`
`2
ˆ
80´ 2pi2 ´ 7pi
4
120
´ 56
3
ζp3q
˙
`Op3q

(D.14)
Isunsetpsq “ e
´2γE
p4piq4´2
1
s´1`2
„
´ 1
4
´ 13
8
` 
ˆ
´115
16
` pi
2
24
˙
` 2
ˆ
´865
32
` 13pi
2
48
` 8
3
ζp3q
˙
`
`3
ˆ
´5971
64
` 115pi
2
96
` 19pi
4
480
` 52
3
ζp3q
˙
`Op4q

(D.15)
Itripsq “ e
´2γE
p4piq4´2
1
s2
„
1
22
` 5
2
` 19
2
` pi
2
12
` 
ˆ
65
2
` 5pi
2
12
´ 13
3
ζp3q
˙
`
`2
ˆ
211
2
` 19pi
2
12
´ 41pi
4
720
´ 65
3
ζp3q
˙
`Op3q

(D.16)
Imugps, tq “ e
´2γE
p4piq4´2
1
ts1`
"
1
3
` 2
2
` 1

ˆ
4´ pi
2
2
˙
` 8´ pi2 ´ 32
3
ζp3q`
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` Li3 p´xq ´ lnxLi2 p´xq ´ 1
2
ppi2 ` ln2xqlnp1` xq ` 1
2
pi2lnx` 1
6
ln3x`
` 
„
´ 2Li4 p´xq ` p2` lnx` lnp1` xqqLi3 p´xq`
´
ˆ
pi2
6
` 2lnx` lnxlnp1` xq
˙
Li2 p´xq ´ S1,2p´xqlnx` S2,2p´xq`
`
ˆ
lnx´ lnp1` xq ´ 64
3
˙
ζp3q ` 16´ 2pi2 ´ 31
180
pi4`
´ 5
24
ln4x` pi
2
4
p´4´ 2lnx´ lnp1` xqqlnp1` xq`
` 1
6
p2` lnx` 4lnp1` xqqln3x` pi
2
6
lnxp6` 3lnx` 5lnp1` xqq`
´ 1
12
p8pi2 ` 3lnp1` xqp4` 2lnx` lnp1` xqqln2x

`Op2q
*
(D.17)
Idiagps, tq “ ´ e
´2γE
p4piq4´2
1
s` t
„
´ 1
2
ˆ
ln2x
2
` pi
2
2
˙
` 1

ˆ
2Li3 p´xq ´ 2lnxLi2 p´xq`
´ pln2x` pi2qlnp1` xq ` 2
3
ln3x` lnsln2x` pi2lnt´ 2ζp3q
˙
´ 4Li4 p´xq`
` 4
ˆ
lnp1` xq ´ lns
˙
Li3 p´xq ` 2
ˆ
ln2x` 2lnslnx´ 2lnxlnp1` xq
˙
Li2 p´xq`
` 2
ˆ
2
3
ln3x` lnsln2x` pi2lnt´ 2ζp3q
˙
lnp1` xq ` 4pS2,2p´xq ´ lnxS1,2p´xqq`
´ pln2x` pi2qln2p1` xq ´ 1
2
ln4x´ 4
3
lnsln3x´
ˆ
ln2s` 11
12
pi2
˙
ln2x`
´ pi2ln2s´ 2pi2lnslnx` 4ζp3qlnt´ pi
4
20
`Opq

(D.18)
Iladps, tq “ ´ e
´2γE
p4piq4´2
1
ts2`2
„
´ 4
4
` 5lnx
3
´ 1
2
ˆ
2ln2x´ 5
2
pi2
˙
`
´ 1

ˆ
2
3
ln3x` 11
2
pi2lnx´ 65
3
ζp3q ` 4Li3 p´xq ´ 4lnxLi2 p´xq`
´ 2 `ln2x` pi2˘ lnp1` xq˙` 4
3
ln4x` 6pi2ln2x´ 88
3
ζp3qlnx` 29
30
pi4`
´ 4 pS2,2p´xq ´ lnxS1,2p´xqq ` 44Li4 p´xq ´ 4
ˆ
lnp1` xq ` 6lnx
˙
Li3 p´xq`
` 2
ˆ
ln2x` 2lnxlnp1` xq ` 10
3
pi2
˙
Li2 p´xq`
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` `ln2x` pi2˘ ln2p1` xq ´ 2
3
`
4ln3x` 5pi2lnx´ 6ζp3q˘ lnp1` xq `Opq
(D.19)
Ivladps, tq “ Γr1` s
2
p4piq4´2
1
s2`2
„
9
44
´ 2lnx
3
´ 7pi
2
32
` 1

ˆ
4
3
ln3x` 14
3
pi2lnx`
´ 4pln2x` pi2qlnp1` xq ` 8Li3 p´xq ´ 8lnxLi2 p´xq ´ 16ζp3q
˙
`
` 20S2,2p´xq ´ 20lnxS1,2p´xq ´ 28Li4 p´xq`
`
ˆ
8lnx` 20lnp1` xq
˙
Li3 p´xq `
ˆ
6ln2x´ 20lnxlnp1` xq ´ 4pi
2
3
˙
Li2 p´xq`
´ 4
3
ln4x´ 13
3
pi2ln2x`
ˆ
16
3
ln3x` 26
3
pi2lnx
˙
lnp1` xq`
´5pln2x` pi2qln2p1` xq `
ˆ
28lnx´ 20lnp1` xq
˙
ζp3q ´ 7pi
4
45
`Opq

(D.20)
with x “ t{s. Corresponding expressions can be written for t-channel integrals.
D.3 Two-loop expansions on master basis
We list here the expansions of the amplitude integrals on the master integral basis. We
also report the integrals which eventually get canceled in the sum but are still present
at the level of single diagrams in order to make manifest the the transcendentality order
of each contribution.
“ c
s2
(D.21)
“ ´ c
s2
` b
s
(D.22)
“ 2
a
„
c
s2
´ a
2
s

(D.23)
“ 4a
2
s2
(D.24)
“´ 6c
s3
` 3b
s2
` 4a
2
s2
(D.25)
“´ 3c
„
1
s2t
` psØ tq

´ 3 b
st
`
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` 3 s` t
st
´ 6 a
t
(D.26)
k pk ` p3q2 “ ´2c
s2
´ 3c
st
´ 2b
s
`
` 3 s` t
s
´ 4a (D.27)
where the coefficients a, b, c are defined in (5.10). Corresponding integrals in the t-
channel can be obtained by sØ t.
D.4 Polylogarithm identities
The two–loop amplitude is a function of standard polylogarithms and Nielsen general-
ized polylogarithms defined as
Sn,ppzq “ p´1q
n`p´1
pn´ 1q!p!
ż 1
0
dt
plntqn´1 plnp1´ ztqqp
t
Sn,1pzq “ Lin`1 pzq (D.28)
Following the literature (see e.g. appendix A of [6]), the final result can be simplified
by using the following set of identities for the polylogarithms with inverse argument
Li2 p´1{xq “ ´Li2 p´xq ´ pi
2
6
´ 1
2
ln2x
Li3 p´1{xq “ Li3 p´xq ` pi
2
6
lnx` 1
6
ln3x
Li4 p´1{xq “ ´Li4 p´xq ´ 1
24
ln4x´ pi
2
12
ln2x´ 7pi
4
360
(D.29)
S1,2p´1{xq “ ´S1,2p´xq ` Li3 p´xq ´ lnxLi2 p´xq ` ζp3q ´ 1
6
ln3x
S2,2p´1{xq “ S2,2p´xq ´ 2Li4 p´xq ` lnxLi3 p´xq ´ lnxζp3q ` 1
24
ln4x´ 7pi
4
360
In our case x “ t{s is a positive real number, thus the above identities hold for the
whole domain of x.
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